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Deluge is a free torrent client that has gained huge popularity among torrent fans recently. One of BitTorrent's most powerful customers, which is open source and provides cross-platform functionality, it offers great performance, security, and does well in terms of features too. VersionsDeluge offers a stable version of its client for
Windows, Linux and macOS.Deluge version 2.0 compatible with Windows XP, Vista, 7 and 10. It hasn't been updated for a long time, however; not since May 2017, in fact. The same goes for macOS, which works with version 2.0 as well. For Linux, version 2.0.3 is available for popular distributions such as Ubuntu, Debian, Fedora,
OpenSUSE, Arch and Gentoo.Since the client does not receive active development support, it is obviously quite unfortunate hope that the official mobile application is in the works. FeaturesWhile Deluge is not quite as well known as some of its key competitors like uTorrent, Vuze or qBittorrent, it packs a whole plethora of features,
impressively minimalist design, and quick performance. One of its greatest strengths is that the deluge can be configured pretty much through various plugins. These can be both official and third-party plugins, as well as those specifically designed for browsers such as Chrome or Firefox. Having these add-ons is one of the reasons that
Deluge is a great choice for more serious torrent users. Another strength is that Deluge is completely free and open source, as well as ad-free. It is licensed under the GPL, and thus the code can be verified by anyone, which helps make the software safer. Speaking of security, Deluge provides users with an advanced encryption option. It
uses strong encryption methods, such as encrypting the flow of messages and encrypting protocols. This is important for promoting privacy and security. Since ISPs can track users visiting torrent sites and stifle their internet speeds these days, such additional privacy settings are helpful. Deluge also offers improved prioritization and
selective loading. It can even handle IPv6 and proxy servers to enhance the torrent experience. The command line interface also provides a great option for users who are not happy with the standard GUI or alternative web interface. In addition, the command line provides the ability to connect remotely. (Image credit: Flood) User
experience At first glance, Deluge may look simple and a little dated by with other BitTorrent customers like Vuze. However, once you start using it, Flood does the case for yourself with a simple interface and wide features. The huge number of plugins this customer supports makes it extremely easy for the user to get the most out of the
deluge. It uses libtorrent to support the backend and provides access to multiple user interfaces. As a BitTorrent customer, Deluge offers a large number of to get support such as email and frequently asked questions in case you have any questions. The official website lists a wide range of installation and use instructions for all platforms.
The community also has a helpful moderator forum to help by rounding the support nicely. (Image credit: Flood) Interface Software has a purely laid out interface, offering easy access to the most commonly used options. Even for the first time users will be able to quickly find their way around, and get the software to perform any necessary
tasks. As mentioned, Deluge provides several UI options: there's a graphical user interface, a web interface, and a command line. SecuritySince Deluge is an open source customer that transparency contributes to a good level of security. Anyone with an idea of coding can help ensure that the app will not have any dangers associated
with malware. A deluge installer's check on VirusTotal showed that it was clean, which is not surprising. However, to make sure you stay safe from any potential problems, it is always advisable to use one of the best VPNs when downloading content through torrents. PiracyWhile torrents allow users to download their favorite content from
the Internet, and these customers make the process easier, remember that there are of course copyrighted content on the Internet, and download that breaks the law. Of course, TechRadar does not support or support piracy or illegal downloads. The ultimate verdictIts impressive plug-in support is what makes Deluge one of BitTorrent's
most interesting customers out there. Almost the full breadth of functionality offered by a client application can be configured based on user preferences. In addition, Deluge's client is extremely lightweight, unobtrusive and easy to resource. However, the lack of development of this software is one of its biggest drawbacks. You can also
likeHave look at the best free torrent client Torrent Typhoon, the new search engine BitTorrent, lets you search for several large BitTorrent sites in one place. BitTorrent is a file-sharing technology that allows multiple computers to transfer large files in small parts simultaneously while distributing bandwidth, so this is a quick efficient way to
download large files such as movies or music. Difficult to track torrent sources have sprung up and have been closed in recent months, so the Torrent Typhoon may be a single stop .torrent store. Like Google, Torrent Typhoon does not host torrents, just looking for sites that Torrent Typhoon Related: Read more about the BitTorrent Rx
Refill mobile app (app) allowing veterans to request top-up of their refillable VA prescriptions, track VA recipe deliveries, browse the VA recipe history from the convenience of their mobile device. The app provides a native mobile interface for the Rx Refill feature found in My HealtheVet. Restocking requests submitted through the app or
My HealtheVet HealtheVet which are distributed by the VA Mail Order Pharmacy are easily tracked using the App Track Delivery feature. NOTE: THE VA is undergoing an electronic medical record (EHRM) upgrade that can affect whether My HealtheVet and Rx Top-up applications are running at your facility. To learn more about EHRM,
visit the www.ehrm.va.gov. For those who don't have a compatible mobile device, web recipe refills can be found on VA.gov or My HealtheVet. Features: Request a Recharge VA Prescription Information View Images of Your VA Medicines View additional VA prescriptions in your package See past supplies of VA Prescriptions Review VA
Prescription History Access to additional drug information on My HealtheVet To learn more about VA pharmacies and medicines access to the Pharmacist App Store. Ask the Pharmacist can help you find VA pharmacies near you, understand how VA pharmacies work and learn about the medications you are taking. Request to top up
your reusable VA prescriptions, track VA prescription deliveries, view VA prescription history and access more drug information on My HealtheVet. Access links to my HealtheVet website. Request a top-up of your reusable VA-dispensed recipes. View detailed information about tracking information on each of your top-up requests. Browse
your past VA dispensed with medications. The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Rx Refill mobile app (app) allows you to request refueling your refillable VA prescriptions, track VA prescription deliveries, view VA prescription history and access additional drug information on My HealtheVet from the convenience of your mobile device.
The app works in conjunction with Rx Refill's My HealtheVet feature, and top-up requests submitted through the My HealtheVet app or website are tracked using the app's track delivery feature. To use the Rx Refill App, you must have a premium My HealtheVet account, ID.me, or DS Logon Level 2 (Premium) Credentials. Rx Refill gets
access to your EHR electronic medical record and therefore requires secure credentials. If you don't have a ID.me, DS Logon Level 2 (Premium) or My HealtheVet Premium Account, or you're not sure, visit mobile.va.gov/login-information. NOTE: If My HealtheVet doesn't work on your facility, this app won't work. The app has four main
features that include: Refillable VA Recipes - Shows a list of your VA recipes that are available to top up. Track Delivery - Includes status by mail VA recipes. Recipe History - Displays additional VA recipes, both reusable and non-rechargeable, including the history of your refill requests. Information about on My HealtheVet - provides
quick access to My HealtheVet links. Either from the home screen or from the list of features available on the Navigation Bar, click Refillable VA Recipes. There will be a pop-up of important information, and read the information and click OK. You'll go for a refillable VA Recipes screen that shows a list of VA-added recipes. Click Sort to
view the list in alphabetical order using medication either by object or chronologically by dosing date. Click on the arrow next to the top-up on your device or select details under the VA recipe you are interested in refueling and you will go to the Refill screen for details. View the information on the Refill screen For more information and click
The Top-up Request. A pop-up confirmation will appear asking if you are sure you would like to top up your medication. Click Yes if you want to top up your medication, and the pop-up confirmation seems to let you know the VA prescription has been successfully replenished. Yes, you can top up a few VA recipes if a few VA recipes are
available. You can choose everything under Refillable VA Recipes or choose a radio button next to every recipe you would like to fill. A pop-up will appear and ask if you are sure that you would like to top up your chosen recipes. Click Yes to confirm that you would like to top up your selected medications and a pop-up will confirm that
prescription requests have been sent. Not every VA dispensed with prescription can be replenished, such as some painkillers and some drugs. Only reusable VA prescriptions released at VA pharmacies can be requested. Some prescriptions with gas stations may not be able to request a refill, because not enough time has passed, as
you last asked for a top-up. To determine if your VA prescription is eligible, check the status. To view the state, either with a home screen or fall down list features available on the horizontal navigation bar, click Refillable VA Recipes. An important information pop-up will appear. Read the information and click OK. You'll go for a refillable
VA Recipes screen that shows a list of VA-added recipes. Click Sort to view the list in alphabetical order using medication or by object, or chronologically by dosing date. Click More under the VA recipe you're interested in refilling, and you'll go to the Refill screen for details that will include top-up status that includes: Refillable - an active
VA recipe that has a refills left and can be submitted for top-up. Submitted - The restocking request was received by My HealtheVet, but has not yet been processed by va pharmacy. Recharge in the process - Submitted restocking request is processed by VA Pharmacy. The status of the prescription indicates whether the VA prescription
is active, suspended, on hold, expired or unknown. Active - VA recipe is available to fill. If you have gas stations, you can refill this VA recipe if it has My HealtheVet Top-up Status Refillable. Suspended - Active recipe of the VA, which is scheduled to be mailed at the next possible filling date. Contact your VA pharmacy if you need this VA
prescription sooner. On Hold - Active VA prescription that won't be filled until the pharmacy decides to hold. Contact your VA care team when you need more of this VA prescription. Discontinued - VA prescription your supplier has stopped. It is no longer available to send to you or picked up in the pharmacy window. Contact your VA care
team if you need more of this medication. Expired - VA recipe that is too old to be filled. Contact your VA care team if you need more of this medication. NOTE: This does not apply to the expiration date of the drug in the container. It is not known - Status cannot be determined. Contact your VA care team when you need more of this VA
prescription. Once you have requested a top-up of the prescription, the prescription status will change to top up in the process. This shows that your VA pharmacy has received the request and is processing it. Your VA pharmacy packs your top-up and sends it to you at the residence specified in your file. See the filling date to find out
when the medicine will be ready to mail to you. The process of filling out the refills request takes about 8-10 days. Either from the home screen or from the list of features available on the horizontal navigation strip, click Track Delivery. There will be a pop-up of important information, and read the information and click OK. You'll go to the
track delivery screen that shows a list of tracked VA prescriptions Click Sort to view the list in alphabetical order medications or object or chronologically the last top-up sent. Click more under the VA recipe you're interested in tracking and you'll go for The Delivery Tracking Details Screen. If a VA recipe has been filled and mailed to you in
the last 30 days, you will see a tracking number. Click on the tracking number, and the pop-up appears to notify you that you are leaving the Rx Recharge App to go to an external website. To go to an external website, click Continue and you'll go to the delivery service's website where you can see the details of the drug delivery. Either
from the home screen or from the list of features available on the horizontal navigation strip, click Track Delivery. There will be a pop-up of important information, and read the information and click OK. You'll go to the track delivery screen, which shows a list of tracked VA recipes Click Sort to view the list in alphabetical order using
medications or the facility chronologically last top-up sent. Click under the VA recipe you are interested in tracking and you will go for a tracking delivery detail screen that VA prescription information including: The name of the drug - the name of the prescription VA and the number. View images - an image of your medication and VA
prescription details. Prescription number - VA prescription drug number. VA Foundation - The name of the VA facility where the VA recipe was originally issued. Rx Information phone number - Phone number to call for information about your medicine. Either from the home screen or from the list of features available on the horizontal
navigation strip, click Track Delivery. There will be a pop-up of important information, and read the information and click OK. You'll go to the track delivery screen that shows a list of tracked VA prescriptions Click Sort to view the list in alphabetical order medications or object or chronologically the last top-up sent. Click More under the VA
recipe you are interested in tracking and you'll go for a tracking delivery detailed information screen that includes tracking information including: Date sent - The date your VA prescription was sent to you. Delivery service - Delivery service that delivers you your VA recipe. Tracking the number - tracking your VA prescription number. Other
recipes in the package - View other VA recipes that are included in your delivery package. Yes. To view images of tracked drugs, either from the home screen or from the list of features available on the horizontal navigation strip, click Track Delivery. There will be a pop-up of important information, and read the information and click OK.
You'll go to the track delivery screen, which shows a list of tracked VA prescriptions Click Sort to view the list in alphabetical order by medication or object or chronologically by dosing date. Click more under the VA recipe you're interested in browsing and you'll go to the tracking screen for the delivery details. Click View Image, and a pop-
up Recipe Identification and Details box will appear, which includes an image of the medication as well as information including a drug type package, VA drug name, shape, color, front print and rear print. NOTE: Only tracked VA recipes have images available. The image is displayed only for identification purposes and does not mean that
it is a dose to be taken. If the image shown doesn't match what you're taking, contact your VA care team If the image isn't available, a pop-up will appear to let you know that the image isn't available. Yes. To view other VA recipes in your package, either with a home screen or a drop-down list available on the horizontal navigation bar,
click Track Delivery. There will be a pop-up of important information, and read the information and click OK. You'll go on Delivery Track That Shows a List of Tracked VA Recipes Click Sorting Sorting list in alphabetical order by treatment or object or chronologically by dosing date. Click More to see under the VA recipe you are interested
in browsing and you'll go for a tracking delivery detail screen. Click other recipes in the package, and if other VA recipes were included in the package, the list would expand with the VA's recipe name, dosage, form and VA recipe details for each item in the shipment. Either from the home screen or from the list of features available on the
horizontal navigation strip, click Track Delivery. There will be a pop-up of important information, and read the information and click OK. You'll go to the track delivery screen, which shows a list of tracked VA prescriptions Click Sort to view the list in alphabetical order by medication or object or chronologically by dosing date. Click more
under the VA recipe you're interested in browsing and you'll go to the tracking screen for the delivery details. View information under past Shipments, which includes shipping date, delivery service, and tracking the number of past shipments. Either from the home screen or from the list of features available on the horizontal navigation strip,
click Recipe History. There will be a pop-up of important information, and read the information and click OK. You'll go to the screen for a recipe story that shows additional VA recipes, both reusable and non-rechargeable, including the history of your top-up requests. Click Sort to view the list in alphabetical order by medication, object,
status, or chronologically by dosing date. Click More under the VA recipe you are interested in studying history and you'll go to the Screen History of Prescription Details, which includes: The name of the medication - the name of the VA prescription and the number. Number - Total number of pills or the amount of medication you receive in
each order. Recipe Status Active - VA recipe is available to fill. If you have a dressing, you can request a top-up of this VA recipe if it has My HealtheVet Top-up Status Refillable. Suspended - Active recipe of the VA, which is scheduled to be mailed at the next possible filling date. Contact your VA pharmacy if you need this VA prescription
sooner. On Hold - Active VA prescription that won't be filled until the pharmacy decides to hold. Contact your VA care team when you need more of this VA prescription. Discontinued - VA prescription your supplier has stopped. It is no longer available to send to you or picked up in the pharmacy window. Contact your VA care team if you
need more of this medication. Expired - VA recipe that is too old to be filled. Contact your VA care team if you need more. This does not apply to the expiration date of the drug in the container. Unknown - Status can not be Contact your VA care team when you need more of this VA prescription prescription number -VA prescription drug
number. VA Foundation - The name of the VA facility where the VA recipe was originally issued. Refueling on the left - Number of gas stations that are not yet filled. Dispensed Date - Date of your last top-up. Last top-up sent - The date of your last shipment. The current recipe expires - the date of the VA prescription expires. NOTE:
Details of the recipe history are only for information. Either from the home screen or from the list of features available on the horizontal navigation strip, click Medicines Information on My HealtheVet. There will be a pop-up of important information, and read the information and click OK. You'll go for medication Information on my



HealtheVet screen, which features links to the My HealtheVet website, which includes: My complete list of medications - lets you browse through many of your medications. Blue Button Download - lets you access all blue button data. VA Health Summary provides access to your CCD information. Frequently asked questions - My
HealtheVet provides frequently asked questions and answers about features in My HealtheVet. Medical Library - Provides access to two online medial libraries for you to learn more about your health and stay healthy. Click on the link you're interested in exploring, and the pop-up seems to notify you that you're leaving the Rx Refill App to
go to an external website. To go to an external website, click Continue. VA Mobile Health is an initiative that aims to improve the health of veterans by providing technology to expand care outside of traditional office visits. As part of VA Mobile Health, the VA is releasing a series of secure applications that use the popularity of wireless
technology to support veterans, caregivers and VA care teams. DS Logon (Department of Self-Service Logon Defense) is a secure logon ID created by the Department of Defense (DOD) that verifies the identities of individuals associated with DOD or VA and allows them to access secure websites and digital resources through the
Department of Defense and VA using a single username and password. You will need a DS Logon Level 2 (Premium) account to use the Rx Recharge App. If you don't have a DS Logon Level 2 (Premium) account or are unsure if you visit mobile.va.gov/dslogon or dial 1-800-983-0937 for help. My HealtheVet is a VA online personal
medical record - designed for veterans, active service members, their dependents and caregivers - to help manage health care, collaborate with VA medical teams and provide opportunities and tools to make informed decisions about their health. resources such as The User Guide, and Slideshow can be found mobile.va.gov/appstore,
and search for an application to access resources. If you need help with the Rx Refill App, dial The help desk is open on weekdays from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Moscow day. For TTY help, dial 711. For clinical questions regarding your personal medical information, please contact your VA care team. Each module in the app has a default sorting
view. The table below lists each module along with its default sorting. The Default Sort Refillable VA Medicines A-I Prescription History Is the Latest Restocking Sent Track Delivery Recipe Number Meet Annie, she sends veterans self-service messages. One app to run them all! Running VA apps from here. Schedule, request and track VA
appointments with ease! Secure video visits with your VA team coming from anywhere. Anywhere.
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